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Martin Ince talks to Professor Anthony King
about whether governments attempt too much,
and what might make them more effective
twÅÅH?J7?DÅ?DÅs{rsÅ

 Å  Å  Britain’s first
coalition government in living memory, how
are David Cameron and colleagues coping
with riots, financial crises, wars and the Arab
Spring? For an informed opinion, it would
be hard to find anyone more suitable than
Anthony King, Professor of Government at
the University of Essex since 1969, who has
probably observed more British governments
in action than any other expert alive.
Professor King is complimentary about
one aspect of the current administration. It
has not been held back by being a coalition.
Indeed, he says, “Looking at it from the
outside, it would be hard to tell it was a
coalition if one did not know already. The
major parties in this country are already
coalitions of differing interests. Harold Wilson
and John Major had more trouble running
one-party governments with small majorities

;7JKH;ÅÜÅ 
Professor King adds that governments
make life more difficult for themselves by
trying to do too much. “It is impossible for
politicians to make their name by running a
department efficiently,” he says. “They have
to become known for innovation and new
ideas. The pressure is made worse by the fact
that we now have an ambitious political class
whose members have never worked outside
politics, the media or public relations. Their
interests and the long-term national interest
may not always coincide.”

than Cameron is having with the coalition.”
He also points out that some governments
do achieve what they set out to. The Attlee
government from 1945 “had a manifesto
which set out accurately what happened”.
And the Thatcher government “curbed the
power of the unions and privatised most of
the state-owned industries within a few years”.
But such success is rare and the reason
is simple – the sheer complexity of modern
government. “No one individual can initiate
and implement policy effectively, because
the power of the British prime minister is
grossly overstated. Blair forced through the
invasion of Iraq, but that was a rarity. Being
prime minister is not like being head of a
corporation with a range of departments that
report to you. It’s more like being Secretary
General of the UN and having to get rival
nations to agree on a course of action.”

avenues such as the City and the law may now
be attracting high-fliers who once headed for
public service. Second, the sheer turnover of
staff in important posts. “Once, an incoming
minister would be briefed by civil servants
who had been in the ministry for years. Now
they are both likely to be new to the job.”
By contrast, he says, it is rare for
public opinion to have much of an effect on
government. There can be rare exceptions,
such as drugs policy, which is driven by what
governments believe to be public revulsion
against illicit drugs. But the way in which
 ÅÅÅ  
public spending cuts are now being pushed
This feeds into Professor King’s favourite
through in the teeth of public opposition is
idea for improving British politics: “Not a
more typical. More damaging than public
legislative change but a cultural one.” He
opinion to the course of good government, he
suggests that we adopt a system by which we thinks, is the sheer clutter of political life. The
can “look before we leap”. At the moment,
pressure to be visible to the media “uses up
he explains, “There is a deficit of deliberation time and nervous energy that could be used in
in the British system and people
other ways”. In addition, there is
;EFB;ÆDEÆBED=;HÆ the constant flow of what Prime
do not stop and think. Partly this
is because Parliament is a reactive ADEMÆM>EÆ
Minister Harold Macmillan
body with little influence on policy. ?IÆ?DÆ9>7H=; Æ
famously termed “events, dear
If it had public hearings on planned
boy, events”. Libya is a current
8;97KI;ÆE<ÆJ>;Æ
legislation, poor ideas, like the
case in point. “When he took
poll tax in the 1980s, would never BEIIÆE<ÆFEM;HÆ
office, David Cameron cannot
JEÆ:;LEBKJ?ED Æ
be enacted.” Professor King also
have imagined that Libya would
believes that we have yet to grasp
be using a lot of his time a year
KHEF;Æ7D:ÆÆ
how far the power available to
later. Even a decision not to get
J>;Æ9EKHJI
Westminster has dwindled over time.
involved is time-consuming.”
“Since the start of the First World War,
Politicians also get less rest than they once
Britain has lost its empire and its economic
did. “In the past, prime ministers used to
dominance. But more recently, devolution
vanish for up to a month on holiday,
means that Westminster has lost far more
and would not come back to deal with
power than is generally realised,” he says.
emergencies like Cameron did with the riots.”
“When you speak of the National Health
Service now, the ‘nation’ in question is
ÅÅ 
England, Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland, Professor King says that he “no longer
not Britain.” The government in London has
holds the British political system in the high
also ceded control over university fees and
esteem” that he once did. “I used to think that
over key levers such as the ability to promote it was accountable to the electorate: they knew
nuclear power. And court decisions retain the who the rascals were and how to get
power to frustrate government intentions.
rid of them. And I thought it dealt effectively
He also points out that British policy has
with important problems. But people no
always been affected by the outside world.
longer know who is in charge, because of
“The fall of the Labour government in 1931
the loss of power to devolution, Europe
was precipitated by the collapse of an Austrian and the courts. I have not regarded British
bank, much as the current crisis dates back to governments as effective for some time.
the fall of Lehman Brothers.” In the modern
They have not dealt with issues such as the
era, says Professor King, “few government
ageing population or Britain’s need for an
departments can do much without reference to appropriately educated workforce.”
Europe”. But he rejects the idea that ‘Brussels’
Asked who does things better than the
is taking over in some unaccountable way.
British, Professor King declares himself
Instead, “it has always been accepted that
impressed with the nations of northwest
the major nations, including Britain, have a
Europe. “If our system were recast I would
block on any big decision”.
make it more like the Netherlands. Its
In general, he is more worried about
government delivers social and economic
the internal problems of British government
success. It is based on deliberation and on
than the pressures it feels from outside. A
addressing and solving problems, not on one
significant constraint on the effectiveness of
lot of politicians poking the other lot in the
any organisation is the quality of the people
eye in displays of misguided partisanship. It is
it has working for it. Professor King fears
open-minded about the best way from A to B.
that twin pressures may reduce the capacity
And it seems to please the people it serves.” "
of the British civil service to carry through
government plans. First, other professional
MMM;II;N79KA=EL;HDC;DJ
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Speaking up for the politicians at a time of endemic public distrust
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Why has personal data become everyone else’s property?
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9EBB;9J?L;Å;D:;7LEKHÅÅ8;ÅJ>;Å9EDIJ7DJÅ<E9KIÅ
E<ÅH?:?9KB;Å7D:Å:;H?I?EDÅIF;9?7BBOÅM>;DÅ7DJ?Ä
FEB?J?97BÅ7H=KC;DJIÅ7H;Å9ECCEDBOÅ:;FBEO;:Å
7IÅ7ÅHE@7DÅ>EHI;Å<EHÅC7HA;JÄ87I;:ÅIEBKJ?EDIÅ
J>7JÅH?IAÅ:;9EDIJHK9J?D=Å7ÅFK8B?9ÅIF>;H;ÅJ>7JÅ
M;Å>7L;ÅIF;DJÅ7Å9;DJKHOÅ8K?B:?D=Å
BCEIJÅ>7B<Å7Å9;DJKHOÅ7=EÅ;HD7H:ÅH?9AÅ
MHEJ;ÅDÅ;<;D9;ÅE<ÅEB?J?9IÅ7IÅ7ÅI>7HFÅ7D:Å
J>EK=>J<KBÅH;@E?D:;HÅJEÅJ>EI;ÅM>EÅMEKB:Å
:;9HOÅJ>;Å79>?;L;C;DJIÅ7D:ÅFH?D9?FB;IÅE<Å
:;CE9H7J?9ÅFEB?J?9IÅ?IÅ7H=KC;DJÅ?IÅ;L;DÅCEH;Å
H;B;L7DJÅJE:7OÅ?D=ÅEKJÅ?DÅFH7?I;ÅE<ÅFEB?J?9IÅ"
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;IF?J;Å9KHH;DJÅFK8B?9ÅI9;FJ?9?IC Å 7JJ>;MÅ
B?D:;HIÅ7H=K;IÅJ>7JÅM;Å>7L;ÅCK9>ÅJEÅ
7FFH;9?7J;Å?DÅEKHÅD7J?ED7BÅFEB?J?97BÅI9;D;

Å Å  in what we may now
of the internet’ and ‘the new currency of the
consider the stone age of computing,
digital world’ providing profitable business
computers were the size of rooms and
opportunities (EU commissioner Kuneva);
required specially-trained personnel to
others, such as the civil rights campaign group
operate them. They resided in dedicated
Liberty, insist that what is personal should
computing centres and transferring data was remain so, and link questions of privacy to
only possible by physically copying it
civil liberties, demanding special protection
to and from magnetic tapes. Yet even
for them. While the former call for existing
then, there were far-sighted initiatives
regulations to be relaxed, the latter want
in European countries to legislate for
more regulation and increased protection of
the protection of personal data with data
CCTV and DNA data, for example. Variations
protection legislation first introduced in
exist across countries in the degree of
Sweden in 1973, Germany in 1977 and
regulatory power that information or privacy
France in 1978; Britain followed in 1984.
commissioners enjoy. In European countries
Today, we live in a different
they possess a varying, but
;HIED7BÆ
world. How existing data
overall considerable degree of
protection systems are coping
influence, but in the US there is
:7J7Æ>7IÆ
with the challenge of ‘ubiquitous
personal data protection
FHEB?<;H7J;:Æ?DÆ no
computing’ (literally, computing
agency at all – the only such
everywhere) has been the subject 7ÆM7OÆJ>7JÆM7IÆ OECD country not to have one.
of research by Dr Andreas Busch, KD?C7=?D78B;Æ
If these regulators exist,
then at the University of Oxford
to what degree should they be
879AÆ?DÆÆ
and now Professor of Politics at
given a mandate to guarantee
J>;Ærzx{I
the University of Göttingen.
the protection of personal
Personal data has proliferated in a way data? Should they be allowed to override
that was probably unimaginable back in
or block parliamentary decisions? Similar
the 1970s. We all now leave data traces,
powers have been granted to agencies such
whether we use mobile phones, the internet, as independent central banks, so there is a
or an ATM; if we book a flight or shop using precedent. Or should privacy commissioners’
a customer loyalty card. Lots of highly
power be restricted to arguing their case in
personal data about us exists in our GP’s
public discourse? Should power instead rest
practice, at the tax office and in the files of
with individuals, with a right to ‘opt out’ or
the companies we patronise, and as it’s cheap veto the use of their personal data by state or
to store and process, it allows very detailed commercial interests? These are only a few
portraits of us and the lives we live.
of the positions that could surface in future
Opinion is divided on who should have debates about the use of personal data.Å"
access to this data and for what purposes.
Some see it as a valuable resource, the ‘oil
MMMFEB?J?9IEN79KA
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Department of Politics,
at the University of
Sheffield. Professor
Flinders’ series
In Defence of Politics
was broadcast on BBC
Radio 4 in September 2011, and his book
of the same title is available from Oxford
University Press
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Planning reform and the prospects for urban economic recovery
 Å Å  cities play in delivering
renewed economic growth? And will the
coalition government’s desire to decentralise
powers from central to local government help
or hinder its growth ambitions?
According to Professor Henry Overman,
director of the ESRC Spatial Economics
Research Centre at the London School of
Economics, while decentralisation may
enable local leaders to improve economic
performance, it also creates issues for
central government – especially in policy
areas where local leaders are unwilling or
unable to take actions that benefit growth.
Unfortunately for the coalition,
there is limited evidence of a direct link

u{ÅÅH?J7?DÅ?DÅs{rsÅ

between decentralisation to local government areas the current planning rules work
primarily to constrain not co-ordinate.
and improved economic outcomes. One
Ministers aim to tackle these issues with
thing is certain: decentralisation limits
a presumption in favour of
central government’s ability to
>;Æ9E7B?J?ED¬IÆ time-sustainable development,
determine urban policy. The
incentives for local councils
coalition’s approach is to
7FFHE79>Æ?IÆ
to adopt pro-growth planning
combine decentralisation with
JEÆ9EC8?D;Æ
frameworks, dropping
incentives for growth. But getting
:;9;DJH7B?I7J?EDÆ brownfield targets and
the balance right is difficult,
something that is particularly
M?J>Æ?D9;DJ?L;IÆ piloting land auctions.
But the extent to which
apparent in the government’s
<EHÆ=HEMJ>
these changes will be successful
hugely controversial reforms of the
remains unknown. For example, it is not
planning system.
clear that the financial incentives will
The planning system co-ordinates
provide enough revenue to affect councils’
the expansion and redevelopment that is
development stance. Ministers have also
crucial for city growth. But in many

;MIÅÜÅ 

 ÅÅ   
The coalition favours decentralisation,
coupled with incentives to permit new house
building. But giving residents more say
in planning decisions may reinforce antidevelopment tendencies that they already
express through the ballot box. These
tendencies are likely to be higher in successful
areas and, as yet, there is little evidence that
the New Homes Bonus incentive will be
sufficient to outweigh them.
Local government finance provides a
further barrier to development. Grant formulas
are slow to respond to population changes,
which means that local authorities lose in the
years following development. The problem
is more severe for commercial development
where local authorities incur costs that are
never returned through changes to funding.
The government is trying to address these
issues through the New Homes Bonus, ‘tax
increment financing’ and changes to business
rates. But it is unclear whether these changes
will remove the fiscal disincentives – and the
electoral disincentives remain large.
Of course, commercial development,
home-building and local government finance
are not the only questions to be addressed
when thinking about what policy might do
to drive growth in cities. Policies on skills,
innovation and transport all matter too. But as
Professor Overman says, planning and local
government finance are the key areas where
two central government aims – growth and
decentralisation – most clearly come into
conflict. No wonder the proposed reforms are
proving so controversial. "
MMMIF7J?7B;9EDEC?9I79KA

New research challenges many popular assumptions and
issues relating to the European Commission’s workforce
Å Å  Å?IÅ7DÅÅ
?CFEHJ7DJÅ7D:Å?DWK;DJ?7BÅEH=7D?I7J?EDÅÅ
EJÅEDBOÅ:E;IÅ?JÅE99KFOÅ7Å9;DJH7BÅHEB;ÅÅ
?DÅJ>;ÅKHEF;7DÅD?ED Å8KJÅJ>;Å;<<;9JIÅÅ
E<Å?JIÅ79J?EDIÅ7H;Å<;BJÅ?DÅJ>;Å:EC;IJ?9ÅÅ
FEB?J?9IÅ7D:ÅFEB?9OÅE<ÅJ>;ÅC;C8;HÅÅ
IJ7J;I Å7D:Å<7HÅ8;OED:Å;97KI;ÅE<ÅÅ
?JIÅHEB;Å7D:ÅH;IFEDI?8?B?J?;I ÅJ>;ÅÅ
ECC?II?EDÅ>7IÅ7JJH79J;:Å9EDI?:;H78B;Å
797:;C?9Å7JJ;DJ?ED ÅO;JÅC7DOÅA;OÅ?IIK;IÅ
H;B7J?D=ÅJEÅJ>;Å9>7H79J;H?IJ?9IÅE<ÅJ>;Å
EH=7D?I7J?EDÅ7D:ÅJ>;ÅF;EFB;ÅM>EÅMEHAÅÅ
<EHÅ?JÅH;C7?DÅKD7::H;II;:
ED:K9J;:Å8OÅ7ÅCKBJ?D7J?ED7BÅÅ
J;7CÅE<ÅH;I;7H9>;HI Å>;ÅKHEF;7DÅ
ECC?II?EDÅ?DÅK;IJ?EDÅFHE@;9JÅ>7IÅ
;N7C?D;:ÅJ>;Å879A=HEKD:Å7D:Å8;B?;<IÅ
E<ÅE<V9?7BI Å>EMÅJ>;ÅEH=7D?I7J?EDÅMEHAIÅ
?DJ;HD7BBO Å7D:Å>EMÅ?JÅ>7IÅH;IFED:;:ÅJEÅ
J>;Å9>7BB;D=;IÅE<Å7:C?D?IJH7J?L;ÅH;<EHCÅ
7D:Å;DB7H=;C;DJÅ7J>;HÅJ>7DÅH;BO?D=Å
EDÅI;9ED:7HOÅIEKH9;I ÅJ>;ÅJ;7CÅ9H;7J;:Å
EH?=?D7BÅFH?C7HOÅC7J;H?7BÅ87I;:ÅEDÅED;ÅÅ
E<ÅJ>;ÅB7H=;IJÅIKHL;OIÅE<ÅECC?II?EDÅ
E<V9?7BIÅ;L;HÅ97HH?;:ÅEKJÅ8OÅ;NJ;HD7BÅ
H;I;7H9>;HI Å7IÅM;BBÅ7IÅ7ÅFHE=H7CC;ÅÅ
E<Å<EBBEMÄKFÅ?DJ;HL?;MIÅJÅ97DL7II;:Å
EF?D?EDÅ79HEIIÅJ>;ÅEH=7D?I7J?ED Å7D:ÅIFEA;Å
JEÅJ>EI;ÅM>EÅMEHAÅ<EHÅ?JÅ7JÅ7BBÅB;L;BIÅ DÅ
EDB?D;ÅGK;IJ?EDD7?H;ÅM7IÅ9ECFB;J;:Å8OÅ

7BCEIJÅs {{{ÅE<V9?7BIÅ7D:ÅJ>;ÅJ;7CÅ9ED:K9J;:Å
CEH;ÅJ>7DÅs{{Å?DJ;HL?;MI
>;ÅH;IKBJIÅH;<KJ;ÅC7DOÅE<ÅJ>;Å799;FJ;:Å
M?I:ECIÅ78EKJÅJ>;ÅECC?II?EDÅJ>7JÅ7H;Å
9ECCEDÅ8EJ>ÅJEÅFEFKB7HÅKD:;HIJ7D:?D=ÅE<Å
J>;ÅEH=7D?I7J?EDÅ7D:ÅJ>;Å797:;C?9ÅB?J;H7JKH;Å
>;ÅFHE@;9JÅVD:I Å<EHÅ;N7CFB; ÅJ>7JÅJ>;Å
ECC?II?ED«IÅMEHA<EH9;Å?IÅCEH;Å:?L;HI;Å
?DÅJ;HCIÅE<Å;:K97J?ED7BÅ7D:ÅFHE<;II?ED7BÅ
879A=HEKD:ÅJ>7DÅ?IÅE<J;DÅ7IIKC;:ÅJÅÅ
;CFBEOIÅCEH;Å;9EDEC?IJIÅ7D:ÅCEH;ÅÅ
I9?;DJ?IJIÅJ>7DÅB7MO;HIÅ?DÅ?JIÅFEB?9OC7A?D=Å
:;F7HJC;DJIÅEDJH7HOÅJEÅJ>;ÅL?;MÅJ>7JÅ
?JIÅIJ7<<Å7H;Å97H;;HÅ8KH;7K9H7JIÅM?J>ÅDEÅ
;NF;H?;D9;Å8;OED:ÅJ>;ÅFK8B?9ÅI;9JEH ÅCEH;Å
J>7DÅ7ÅJ>?H:ÅE<ÅE<V9?7BIÅ79JK7BBOÅ9EC;Å<HECÅ
7Å8KI?D;IIÅ879A=HEKD:ÅDÅJ;HCIÅE<Å8;B?;<I Å
J>;ÅECC?II?EDÅ?IÅDEJÅFEFKB7J;:Å8OÅ7DÅ7HCOÅ
E<Å<;:;H7B?IJIÅ<V9?7BIÅ>7H8EKHÅ:?<<;H?D=Å
FH;<;H;D9;IÅ78EKJÅJ>;ÅA?D:ÅE<ÅKHEF;Å
J>7JÅJ>;OÅMEKB:ÅB?A; Å7D:Å:EÅDEJÅ<7LEKHÅ7Å
9ECFH;>;DI?L;Å;NF7DI?EDÅE<ÅÅ9ECF;J;D9?;IÅ
7JÅJ>;Å;NF;DI;ÅE<ÅJ>;ÅC;C8;HÅIJ7J;I
>;ÅJ;7CÅ7H;Å9KHH;DJBOÅFKJJ?D=ÅJ>;ÅVD?I>?D=Å
JEK9>;IÅJEÅ7Å8EEA ÅA> NKHI>:G HFFBLLBHG
H? MA> P>GMRBKLM >GMNKR ÅM>?9>ÅM?BBÅ8;Å
FK8B?I>;:Å8OÅN<EH:ÅD?L;HI?JOÅH;IIÅ?DÅJ>;Å
;7HBOÅIKCC;HÅE<Ås{rsÅ"
MMMK;779KAFI?H;I;7H9>FHE@;9J
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retained ‘greenbelts’, which prevent cities
from expanding outwards. In London, height
restrictions prevent developers from building
upwards. Heritage restrictions, planning
delays and uncertainty further increase the
costs of development, while building and
other regulations add substantially to the
costs of permitted development. Of course,
these policies have benefits but they impose
important costs for firms, particularly in
terms of high prices for land.
Planning also affects the supply and
cost of housing. In successful cities, low
levels of house building mean that prices
rise quickly as the local economy expands,
choking off growth and preventing people
from sharing in its benefits. Past regional
plans have tried to force local areas to build
more housing. But existing homeowners, who
will lose out when local prices fall, have few
reasons to say yes to development.

>;ÅCOJ>ÅE<ÅJ>;Å
HKII;BIÅ8KH;7K9H7JI
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7DOÅ7H=K;Å<EHÅCEH;ÅIJH?9JÅC?=H7J?EDÅ
FHE9;II;I Å8KJÅFHEJ;IJEHIÅ7BIEÅ97CF7?=DÅ
<EHÅJ>;Å<7?H;HÅJH;7JC;DJÅE<ÅC?=H7DJÅMEHA;HI

;JÅ;<<;9J

other factors. And universities and other
educational institutions depend heavily on
international students for (higher) fees as well
as for their less-easily monetised contributions
to research – particularly postgraduates
Why is it so difficult to reduce net migration in Britain?
in science and related fields – and to the
educational environment. As long as these
Å  Å   policies are
to the very notion of European Union. In
dependencies or incentive structures remain as
proving insufficient to meet the Conservative 2009, an estimated 167,000 EU nationals
they are, barring non-EU migrants may open
party’s pledge to reduce net migration ‘from
arrived in Britain as migrants; net migration
the door to increases in EU migration.
the hundreds of thousands to the tens of
among EU nationals was estimated at 58,000.
What’s more, as many scholars of
thousands’. Analysis conducted by Scott
Additionally, international law and
politics have long argued, policies can create
Blinder, Senior Researcher at the ESRC
international commitments require the
‘feedback loops’, in part by creating organised
Centre on Migration, Policy and Society
acceptance (or at least non-return) of people
constituencies that resist change. Recent
(COMPAS) at the University of Oxford,
seeking asylum (at least until the validity
events have shown signs of such processes
including the Migration Observatory,
of their claim can be determined). Family
in migration policymaking. Employers
sheds light not only on the
migrants have strong claims on
responded to the government’s consultation
mechanics of this shortfall, but on
human rights grounds as well.
on changes to skilled labour migration
;JÆC?=H7J?EDÆ
the political, legal and economic
Less widely recognised,
(Tiers 1 and 2 of the Points-Based System)
?D9BK:;IÆ
reasons that make it difficult for
but perhaps most important,
with vigorous arguments for the economic
government to deliver on its pledge, I;L;H7BÆJOF;IÆ
migration is driven not only by
necessity of IntraCompany Transfers
E<ÆWEMI¬ÆJ>7JÆ a ‘supply’ of migrants wishing
despite a seeming abundance of
(ICTs) – individuals relocated by their
political will and assent from the
to come to Britain, but also
employers from overseas branches to British
=EL;HDC;DJÆ
majority of citizens.
by
‘demand’
for
migrants,
branches of the same company. Universities
>7IÆB?JJB;Æ78?B?JOÆ
First, net migration includes
particularly workers and students. responded to the consultation on student
JEÆ9EDJHEB
several types of ‘flows’ that
As Martin Ruhs and Bridget
migration with equally vigorous arguments
government has little or no ability
Anderson of COMPAS have
for the economic and other benefits that
to control. The movement of British nationals shown in their volume Who Needs Migrant
international students bring. Both groups
counts in net migration. Yet clearly the
Workers?, to reduce reliance on migrant
had success on these fronts, although they
government does not constrain the migration labour, sectors of the British economy such
did not get everything they wanted; ICTs
choices of its own citizens. The same is true
as construction and social care need more
and university students are wholly or largely
of EU nationals (more precisely, European
fundamental changes to the way work is
exempt from new migration restrictions. "
Economic Area and Swiss nationals), whose
organised, to the way workers are trained, to
free movement across borders is fundamental pay scales and working conditions, among
MMM9ECF7IEN79KA
usÅÅH?J7?DÅ?DÅs{rsÅ
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>;ÅL7BK;ÅE<ÅL7BK;Ä87I;:ÅH;=KB7J?ED
 Å Å  ÅI;JJ?D=IÅ7H;Å
9>7H79J;H?I;:Å8OÅ:OD7C?ICÅ7D:ÅKD9;HJ7?DJOÅ
J>7JÅ=;D;H7J;Å9ECFB;NÅI9?;DJ?V9 ÅIE9?7B Å
;DL?HEDC;DJ7BÅ7D:Å;J>?97BÅ9>7BB;D=;IÅ ;=7BÅ
H;IFEDI;IÅ7H;ÅJOF?97BBOÅJH?==;H;:Å8OÅ9H?I?IÅ
;L;DJI ÅIK9>Å7IÅJ>;Å8?HJ>ÅE<ÅJ>;ÅVHIJÅÅÅ
>KC7D ÅEHÅJ>;ÅVHIJÅ9BED;:Å7D?C7B Å7D:ÅJ>;OÅÅ
7H;ÅE<J;DÅ7?C;:Å7JÅ9H;7J?D=Å8EKD:7H?;IÅ7D:Å
9BEI?D=ÅF;H9;?L;:ÅH;=KB7JEHOÅ=7FIÅJ>7JÅÅ
C?=>JÅF;HC?JÅH?IAÅJEÅ8;9EC;Å>7HCÅ>?IÅF7JJ;HDÅ
>7IÅ97KI;:ÅH;=KB7J?ED ÅF7HJ?9KB7HBOÅ?DÅJ>;Å
>;7BJ>ÅI;JJ?D= ÅJEÅ8;ÅFH;9?I;Å7D:Å9KCKB7J?L; Å
9H;7J?D=Å7Å9ED<KI?D=ÅJ>?9A;JÅE<ÅB7MI ÅÅ
H;=KB7J?EDIÅ7D:Å?DIJ?JKJ?EDIÅKJÅJ>;Å<7?BKH;Å
E<ÅJ>;ÅB7MÅJEÅMEHAÅ;<V9?;DJBOÅ:E;IÅDEJÅC;7DÅ
J>;H;Å?IÅDEÅD;;:Å<EHÅJ>;ÅB7M
;I;7H9>Å9ED:K9J;:ÅJ>HEK=>ÅJ>;ÅÅ
;DJH;Å<EHÅE9?7BÅ7D:Å9EDEC?9Å;I;7H9>ÅEDÅ
DDEL7J?EDÅ?DÅ;DEC?9IÅDDE=;DÅ7D:ÅJ>;Å
HJIÅ7D:ÅKC7D?J?;IÅ;I;7H9>ÅEKD9?BÅÅ
;DJH;Å8EJ>Å7JÅJ>;ÅD?L;HI?JOÅE<Å:?D8KH=>Å?IÅÅ
;NFBEH?D=ÅM7OIÅJEÅ?CFHEL;ÅJ>;Å<EHC7J?EDÅ7D:Å
EF;H7J?EDÅE<ÅJ>;ÅB7MÅ7D:Å?JIÅ?DIJ?JKJ?EDIÅ?DÅJ>;Å
8?EC;:?97BÅV;B: ÅM?J>Å7DÅ;CF>7I?IÅEDÅJ>;Å
KI;ÅE<Å>KC7DÅJ?IIK; Å?D9BK:?D=Å8?E87DA?D=Å

H?J;H?7Å<EHÅ
9?J?P;DI>?F

<EKD: ÅF7HJBOÅ8;97KI;ÅJ>;I;Å@KH?I:?9J?EDIÅ>7L;Å
9EF?;:ÅH?J7?D«IÅ>;7BJ>ÅH;I;7H9>ÅH;=KB7JEHOÅ
<H7C;MEHAÅ>;Å;<V9?;DJÅFKHIK?JÅE<Å=EE:Å
I9?;D9;«ÅÅC;J>E:EBE=?97BBOÅIEKD:ÅI9?;D9;Å
M?J>Å799;FJ78B;ÅH?IAIÅJ>7JÅ>7IÅJ>;ÅFEJ;DJ?7BÅ
JEÅH;7B?I;ÅIEC;ÅFK8B?9Å=EE:ÅÅMEKB:Å8;Å
;7I?;HÅ?<ÅB;=7BÅ?DIJHKC;DJIÅ7D:Å?DIJ?JKJ?EDIÅ
;IJ78B?I>;:ÅFHE9;II;IÅJEÅ>?=>B?=>JÅIE9?;JO«IÅ
=;D;H7BÅ7D:Å8?EC;:?97BÅL7BK;I Å7D:Å:;L;BEF;:Å
C;9>7D?ICIÅJ>7JÅH;W;9JÅ7D:ÅH;IFED:ÅJEÅJ>EI;Å
L7BK;IÅ7IÅ7D:ÅM>;DÅJ>;OÅ9>7D=;
KHH;DJÅH;=KB7J?EDÅ?IÅ87I;:ÅEDÅ7ÅID7FI>EJÅ
?DÅJ?C;Å7D:Å97DÅ8;ÅIBEMÅJEÅ9>7D=; ÅC;7D?D=Å?JÅ
>;ÅH;=KB7J?EDÅE<Å8?EC;:?97BÅH;I;7H9>ÅI>EKB:Å
GK?9ABOÅ8;9EC;IÅ?HH;B;L7DJÅ>;ÅIOIJ;CÅ8;?D=Å
H;IFED:ÅJEÅIE9?7BÅ9>7D=;ÅJEÅ8;ÅCEH;Å;<<;9J?L;
:;I?=D;:ÅMEKB:Å8;ÅCEH;ÅH;W;N?L;Å8;97KI;Å?JÅ
7D:ÅIJ;CÄ9;BBÅH;I;7H9>Å DÅ;CF?H?97BÅFHE@;9JÅ
MEKB:ÅH;BOÅEDÅCKJK7BÅB;7HD?D=Å<HECÅ;NF;H?;D9;Å
9ED:K9J;: Å?DÅF7HJ Å?DÅ H=;DJ?D7 Å>7IÅFHEL?:;:Å7DÅÅ ?JÅMEKB:Å8;ÅCEH;Å:;CE9H7J?9Å8;97KI;Å7Å
?DJ;HD7J?ED7BÅ9EDJ;NJÅJEÅH?J7?D«IÅH;=KB7JEHOÅIOIJ;CÅÅ H7D=;ÅE<ÅIJ7A;>EB:;HIÅ9EKB:Å9EDJH?8KJ;ÅJEÅJ>;Å
7D:Å7BBEM;:Å9ECF7H?IEDIÅE<ÅJ>;ÅIE9?EÄCEH7BÅL7BK;IÅÅ ?DL;IJ?=7J?EDÅE<ÅIE9?EÄCEH7BÅL7BK;I ÅFK8B?9Å7D:Å
E<ÅH;I;7H9>;HI ÅH;=KB7JEHIÅ7D:Å;J>?9?IJIÅ?DÅJ>?IÅ
>;7BJ>ÅE8@;9J?L;I Å7D:Å;J>?9EÄB;=7BÅ7?CIÅ7D:Å
V;B: Å7IÅM;BBÅ7IÅ;N7C?D7J?EDÅE<Å H=;DJ?D;ÅL7BK;I B?C?J7J?EDIÅ7D:Å?JÅMEKB:Å8;ÅVJÅ<EHÅFKHFEI;ÅEL;HÅ7ÅÅ
>?IÅH;I;7H9>ÅIK==;IJIÅJ>7JÅM;ÅI>EKB:Å
BED=;HÅF;H?E:ÅE<ÅJ?C;Å8;97KI;Å?JÅMEKB:Å8;ÅCEH;Å
:;C7D:ÅCEH;ÅE<ÅJ>;ÅB7M ÅDEJÅEDBOÅ?DÅH?J7?D Å
H;IFEDI?L;ÅJEÅJ;9>D?97BÅ7D:ÅIE9?7BÅ9>7D=;Å"
8KJÅ?DÅEJ>;HÅ@KH?I:?9J?EDIÅM>;H;ÅC7DOÅE<ÅÅ
J>;ÅI7C;Å:?<V9KBJ?;IÅ7D:ÅI>EHJ9EC?D=IÅ7H;Å
MMM=;DEC?9ID;JMEHA79KA?DDE=;D

which promoted the work of immigration
enforcement officers. But everyday awareness
of immigration enforcement is not restricted to
entertainment value. Ordinary citizens who are
not state employees are increasingly involved
in the policing and monitoring of national
borders: public servants may be required to
check eligibility for services, or academics to
As deportation increases,
report attendance at lectures, for example.
who really belongs?
This should not lead to the conclusion that
the public are unambiguously behind the recent
deportation turn. Citizens may be broadly
 ÅÅÅ  , Senior
in agreement with government policy, but its
Research Fellow at the ESRC Centre on
practice can be unsettling. Anti-deportation
Migration, Policy and Society (COMPAS),
campaigns are often mobilised around schools,
examines the rise in the use of deportation in
Britain in the last two decades. The number of neighbourhoods and churches. Those in danger
of deportation are presented
non-citizens who have been
?J?P;DIÆC7OÆ
as hardworking students,
removed or deported from Britain
8;Æ8HE7:BOÆ?DÆ
devoted church congregants,
has risen from around 30,000 in
1997 to 68,000 in 2008 due to huge 7=H;;C;DJÆM?J>Æ conscientious colleagues, and/or
valuable local volunteers.
investments in the state’s capacity
=EL;HDC;DJÆ
But challenges to state
for deportation, new laws making
?CC?=H7J?EDÆ
judgments over who can and
more eligible for deportation, and a
cannot be deported are not
streamlining of expulsion.
FEB?9O Æ8KJÆ?JIÆ
Britain’s recent turn to
FH79J?9;Æ97DÆ8;Æ necessarily supportive of migrants
in general, or evidence of a
deportation has been accompanied
KDI;JJB?D=
progressive local people versus an
by an increased visibility of
enforcement. For example, in 2008 the Home oppressive state. The language used by antideportation campaigns tends to suggest a
Office signed an ‘advertiser-funded’ deal
replacement of the grounds for determining who
with Sky TV enabling it to contribute to the
should stay and who should not. Rather than
costs of developing and making a fly-ona ‘faceless bureaucracy’ deciding who should
the-wall documentary series, Border Force,
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A better designed legal system could improve biomedical research

?J>ÅCEH;Å?CC?=H7DJIÅ9EC;ÅCEH;Å:;FEHJ7J?EDI

be deported based on legal criteria, the claim
is that a richer standard of who belongs (often
assessed by local communities) should prevail.
Yet this leaves vulnerable those who do not
have local community support, perhaps because
they are from an unfavoured ethnic or racial
group, are single, or lack community spirit.
Deportation and the protests that
accompany it highlight a tension between
the idea of citizenship as involving a shared
right to decide who belongs, and citizenship
as formal status granted by the state. These
tensions are likely to continue at a time
of localism and global power shifts, and
the contradictions between human rights
and national citizenship will become more
apparent in daily political practice. "
MMM9ECF7IEN79KA
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Changes in the electorate mean more coalition governments in future
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From allowances to allotments the Freedom of Information
Act has revealed a great deal about local government
Å Å Information (FOI) Act
enthusiastic than others, and a few have
2000 lets the public ask for information
resisted and played games. Many councils are
from central government, local government concerned it’s being ‘abused’ by business for
and other bodies, with local government
a quick profit, or by journalists for a quick,
receiving the vast majority of requests –
often negative, headline. Most of all, officials
around 160,000 in 2009. Researchers
and councillors are worried about spending
Ben Worthy and Gabrielle Bourke,
cuts and how they will cope with rising
from the Constitution Unit at University
request numbers when resources are cut.
College London, have been speaking
In a further change, since January 2011
to local councils, requesters and
councils have published all their spending
journalists to investigate the
over £500 on their websites.
;OED:ÆJ>;Æ
effects of the FOI Act.
The government hopes this
Their study finds that the Act >;7:B?D;IÆ
will motivate us to check what,
has made councils more open and F;EFB;ÆM?BBÆ
where and how councils are
transparent. Each year more and
spending or misspending our
A;;FÆKI?D=ÆÆ
more questions have been asked
money. The response has been
ÆJEÆ>;BFÆÆ
and this has led to high-profile
mixed. Some councils have
newspaper stories about senior
had no interest. In some areas
?DÆJ>;?HÆÆ
officials’ salaries, councillors’
local newspapers have exposed
EMDÆB?L;I
allowances and expensive junkets.
controversial spending on
There have been stories about councils
string quartets or crematorium costs. One
hiring magicians to cheer up staff, banning official said it has allowed councillors to
Latin phrases, or paying celebrities to
understand their own budgets.
switch on Christmas lights. Underneath the
So what does the future hold? Beyond the
headlines, FOI is being used more quietly,
headlines people will keep using FOI to help
day-to-day, by the public, to find out about in their own lives. Numbers will keep going
things that matter to them: allotments,
up. The £500 publication may take off, as new
parking and speed bumps. Businesses are
websites allow people to do new things with
using it to keep ahead of the opposition,
the data. Everything depends on how much
and national and local pressure groups are
political support and money will be available
making FOI requests on topics ranging
for FOI in the coming years. "
from zoo licences to libraries.
But it is by no means perfect. Some
MMMK9B79KA9EDIJ?JKJ?EDÄKD?JH;I;7H9>
councils are more open and more
<E?<E?Ä7D:ÄBE97BÄ=EL;HDC;DJ
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University of Essex
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Å Å is widespread agreement
suggest that the overall effect of changed
that the production and distribution of
climates may well make it harder to grow
food is going to be a critical political and
crops, as rain – or at least useful rain –
policy issue in the next few decades. There
will decline in some currently productive
are some clear – but hard-to-address –
farming regions. Finally, there will be
factors that contribute to this
additional pressures on
>;ÆMEHB:Æ
conclusion. For example, United
farmland, for example to grow
FEFKB7J?EDÆÆ
Nations predictions that the world
crops for fuel, or to adopt
population will rise by two billion
management strategies that
M?BBÆH?I;Æ8OÆÆ
by mid-century will mean greater
JMEÆ8?BB?EDÆ8OÆ protect biodiversity rather
demand for food. Furthermore, as
than maximise output.
C?:Å9;DJKHO
countries such as China and India
Research by the ESRC
become wealthier, their citizens are likely
Genomics Network has been examining
to want to eat more meat (as wealthy
food security and finds that there are less
consumers typically do), and so there will
well-known factors that stand to make
be more animals to feed as well as more
the situation worse still. In many parts of
people. And respected climate change models the world, farm outputs have increased
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Global food sufficiency depends on innovative technologies
but also political, economic and anthropological research

dramatically thanks to irrigation from
underground aquifers. Such water is not
replenished as quickly as it is used up,
meaning that many irrigation schemes are
simply unsustainable. There are also concerns
about the future availability of the minerals
for making fertilisers.
With such complex, overlapping and
difficult problems, it can be tricky for
policymakers to know where to turn for
ready solutions. Technological innovation
is increasingly being promoted as an
attractive source of possibilities. Over the
last two or three years, scientific and
research agencies across the globe have
published reports and policy advice that
focus on using cutting-edge science and
technology to make food production more
efficient and effective: for example by making
crops more efficient at turning sunlight
into usable biomass, by making crops use
fertilisers more effectively, optimising
their water uptake, and much more. Rapid
advances in our understanding of how plant
and animal genomes can be manipulated
have made such advances seem credible, and
it can be tempting for policymakers to look to
these reports for a ‘technical fix’.
The idea of such ‘technical fixes’
became very unpopular in the 1990s with
the catchphrase used to describe clumsy
technological interventions that tend to
displace problems rather than resolve them.
Views have become more nuanced since then,
with fewer people keen to dismiss technological
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interventions completely. But these latest
reports run the risk of being seen as proposals
for technical fixes, placing emphasis on
innovations that derive in conventional ways
from advanced research institutes.
  ÅÅ
Such an approach to innovation misses at least
two key points. First, it misses the extent to
which some countries (such as China, South
Korea and the Gulf States) have already begun
to make economic and political ‘fixes’. South
Korea has already been trying to strike deals
with Madagascar to secure long-term leases on
high-quality farmland. Agricultural scientists
may be trying to develop innovations that will
help, but political and economic initiatives
stand to change the overall picture faster than
technical interventions can be devised. Second,
many of the research agendas being proposed
still offer no (or a limited) role for farmers,
development workers and environmental actors
in shaping solutions that might be developed.
Many scientists have the noble aim of
helping growers improve their productivity,
but in the past such ambitions have often been
limited or thwarted by local contingencies.
Innovative technologies might help to change
our approach to food production, but it is
critical that research from political science and
anthropology be incorporated into this thinking
from the outset if we want to make positive
steps towards global food sufficiency.Å"

interests of politicians and officials involved
in the process of European co-operation
rather than from a systematised policy on
religion. Despite the general view that the
Roman Catholic Church was the prime
actor supporting the process of European
integration after the Second World War,
the ecumenical movement of the interwar
period led to the establishment of the first
transnational reflection group composed
An increasing number of
of Protestant and Anglican churchmen and
advising churches on the process
religious and convictional politicians
of European integration. This group was
groups are lobbying in the composed only a few months after the
Schuman Declaration and lasted until 1974.
EU corridors of power
The Roman Catholic Church opened the first
ÅÅ time in the history of the
official religious representation in Strasbourg
European Union, Article 17 of the 2007
in 1956 and an office in Brussels in 1963.
Lisbon Treaty institutionalised an ‘open,
Experimental relations developed due to
transparent and regular dialogue’ between
the decision of the European Commission to
European institutions and ‘churches,
establish a liaison with churches and religions
religions and communities of conviction’.
in 1982. This liaison became formal in 1990
Research by Dr Lucian Leustean of
after President Jacques Delors launched a
the Aston Centre for Europe, Aston
public debate on the ‘heart and soul’ of Europe.
University, Birmingham, has investigated
An increasing number of religious/convictional
the role and mechanism of religious
bodies set up offices in Brussels leading to
lobbying in the European Union.
pro-active relations with European institutions.
Despite the widespread perception
Institutionalised relations emerged
Æ8HE7:ÆH7D=;Æ in 2007 when the Lisbon
that religious and convictional
issues have been absent from the E<ÆH;B?=?EKI
Treaty set out the religious and
process of European integration, 9EDL?9J?ED7BÆ
convictional dialogue with
his research has identified
European institutions. The
8E:?;IÆ>7L;Æ
long-standing contact between
institutionalisation has stimulated
religious practitioners, politicians I;JÆKFÆE<V9;IÆÆ
regular public meetings between
and EU civil servants from the
high-profile religious leaders
?DÆHKII;BI
1950 Schuman Declaration until
and EU officials. The
today. Analysis of religious/convictional
Commission is currently the only European
contact during this period reveals that 120
institution with a direct mechanism cogroups, representing Catholic, Protestant,
ordinating religious/convictional dialogue,
Anglican, Orthodox, Jewish, Muslim,
and there are proposals to create a similar
Hindu, Buddhist, Masonic and Humanist
mechanism in the European Parliament.
communities, have engaged in dialogue
Although religious/convictional issues
with the European Commission. The
remain under the jurisdiction of EU national
research proposes four types of relations
member states, the increasing number of
between European institutions and
religious and convictional representations
‘churches, religions and communities and
in the EU indicates that ‘faith’ matters at a
conviction’: public-private (1950-82);
personal level, in the corridors of power of
experimental (1982-90); pro-active (1990- European institutions, and in the construction
2007); and institutionalised (2007-today).
of the European political system.Å"
Public-private relations emerged
as the product of the personal religious
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the policy changes demanded by the Lords
were met by the government.” These were
not just on small technical matters, she said,
but often on substantial matters, one of the
most obvious being repeated blocking of the
government’s attempts to limit trial by jury.
Will the coalition government’s reforms to the House of
Dr Russell added: “Many groups outside
the
Lords
see it as a very effective place to
Lords achieve a better understanding of the institution?
lobby in order to get things done. Interestingly
    Å Å discussing reform
and listening to public opinion were more
some people who you might expect to be in
of the House of Lords for 100 years. But
important than the Lords having more
favour of introducing elections to the House
how has the second chamber changed since
elected members. Peers, polled as part of
of Lords, in fact oppose this as they fear that
its last major reform in 1999, which saw
the same survey, believed the 1999 reform
the chamber may become less expert and less
the end of most hereditary peers? It’s got a
gave the House of Lords greater confidence
willing to take up such unpopular causes.”
lot bigger for a start. Membership now
because the removal of hereditary peers made
Her research is topical as Lords reform
stands at 792, or 831 if you include those
members feel more legitimate.
is back on the Westminster agenda. The
temporarily excluded. Yet the Lords is still
Dr Russell said an important effect on
coalition has outlined plans for a legislature
one of only two wholly unelected second
both legitimacy and confidence came from
with 300 members, 80 per cent of which
chambers in a major democracy. As such
the change in party balance that accompanied could be elected. Reaction has been mixed.
it remains a source of considerable
the 1999 reform, with the House of Lords
Labour described the plans as a ‘dog’s dinner’
controversy, as well as one of great
becoming a chamber of no overall lacking detail, and a number of backbench
interest. It is frequently regarded as >;Æ EH:IÆ?IÆ
control. “Under the Labour
MPs said any proposals should be put to the
IJ?BBÆED;ÆE<ÆEDBOÆ government, this gave the Liberal people in a referendum. Tory MPs barracked
medieval or mature – or both.
A study by Dr Meg Russell,
Democrats the swing vote, which Mr Clegg, saying it would threaten the
JMEÆM>EBBOÆ
Deputy Director of the Constitution
meant that the chamber had the
supremacy of the Commons.
KD;B;9J;:Æ
Unit at University College London,
capacity to defeat the government
So it remains to be seen what the coalition
I;9ED:Æ
has been getting under the skin of
more often, but also had the
government will achieve, and how popular
an institution whose role is at once
confidence to do so because
9>7C8;HIÆ
a ‘new-look’ Lords will be with the public,
admired and attacked. The study
its membership more closely
compared to the existing model.
?DÆ7ÆC7@EHÆ
looked, in part, at the strength and
reflected the balance of votes at
But research has an important role to play.
:;CE9H79O
confidence of the Lords, perceptions
general elections than did the
As Dr Russell said: “Fundamentally it would
of its legitimacy, and the impact it has had on House of Commons,” she said.
not seem right to be having a debate about
policy by defeating the government. It threw
In addition, she commented that “the
reforming an institution without properly
up some fascinating findings, including the
impact of House of Lords defeats – of
understanding it. The primary purpose of my
fact that the public – surveyed in 2007 by
which there were hundreds under Labour
research has been to improve understanding
Ipsos Mori, well before the MPs’ expenses
– are shown by my research to be far more
about the existing House of Lords.” "
scandal – held the Lords in higher esteem
important than people had previously
than the Commons. The public also thought
assumed. A careful tracking of hundreds of
MMMK9B79KA9EDIJ?JKJ?EDÄKD?JH;I;7H9>
that issues such as careful legislative scrutiny defeats showed that around 40 per cent of
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